In this paper, we study the decidability of five problems on a class of extended Petri nets. The study of this class of extended Petri nets is motivated by the problem of parametric verification of multiple copies of processes that can communicate with a partially non-blocking rendez-vous. This kind of communications occurs in abstractions of multi-threaded JAVA programs.
In parametric verification, we want to verify at once an entire family of systems. For example, some mutual exclusion protocols have been designed to work for any number of (identical) processes. The verification of such protocols for specific number of processes is not satisfactory. We want a proof for any number of those processes. This problem of parametric verification is difficult and has been shown undecidable [AK86] in general. To obtain partial automatic methods, several abstractions have been shown useful. The work in this paper is directly connected to the context of one of these abstractions, the so-called counting abstraction [GS92] . When considering counting abstractions, (infinite) Petri nets and their extensions are particularly important. In that context, processes of a parametric system are abstracted by tokens, places are used to count the number of processes in each local state of the parametric system and transitions are used to model the dynamics of the processes. Sistla et al [GS92] have shown that Petri nets are well suited to abstract parametric systems where rendez-vous communications are used for synchronizations between processes. When the underlying systems use more "exotic" communication mechanisms, like broadcast communications for example, the model of Petri nets has to be extended, with transfer arcs for instance, see [DRVB02] for more details.
In this paper, we consider a very simple extension of Petri nets that is able to model parametric systems that uses "partially non-blocking" rendez-vous synchronizations in addition to classical (blocking) rendez-vous synchronizations. Partially non-blocking rendez-vous are asymmetric synchronizations where the sending part is not blocking (contrary to the usual case) and the receiving part is blocking (as in the usual case). To illustrate the notion of partially non-blocking rendez-vous, consider Figure 1 . This figure represents fragments of two processes. In location l 1 , the first process can emit a ↑, the proposition of a rendez-vous on symbol a and moves to l 2 even if the second process is not present to synchronize on a by emitting a ↓. If the second process can synchronize then it does. On the other hand, the second process has to synchronize with the first process in order to emit a ↓ and move from l 3 to l 4 , it cannot move alone. So the emission a ↑ is non-blocking and can occur without a reception part a ↓ while the reception is blocking and can only occur in the presence of the emission. This is why we call such rendez-vous "partially non-blocking rendez-vous". In this paper, we will define a simple extension of the basic Petri nets that is able to model this kind of communications between processes, we call this extension Petri nets with non-blocking arcs.
The study of this simple extension of Petri nets is motivated by previous works by the authors on extensions of Petri nets for modeling communications in multi-threaded programs [DRVB02] . Multi-threaded JAVA programs use instructions like notify and notifyAll for synchronizations. The instruction notify can be modeled by an partially non-blocking rendez-vous and the instruction notifyAll can be modeled by a broadcast communication. While transfer nets, that are able to model broadcast communications, have been studied from a theoretical point of view [EFM99, DFS98] , this is not the case for extensions of Petri nets modeling partially non-blocking rendez-vous. We study here the decidability of five important problems in the context of Petri nets extended with non-blocking arcs. While those five problems are decidable for Petri nets, we show here that only two of them remain decidable in the extended model.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In a second section, we recall some basic notions and notations. In a third section, we introduce Petri nets extended with non-blocking arcs and the five problems that we study. In a fourth section, we show that two of the problems remain decidable on the extended model. In a fifth section, we establish the undecidability of the three other problems.
Finally, a last section draws some conclusions.
Preliminaries
Multi-sets.
A multi-set B constructed from a set S of n elements is a function B : S → N that assigns to each element s of S the number B(s) of occurrences of s in the multi-set. To denote a multi-set S over S = {s 1 , . . . , s n }, we write {(s i , B(s i ))|B(s i ) > 0}. For example, let S be {s 1 , s 2 , s 3 } and let B be such that B(s 1 ) = 3, B(s 2 ) = 0, B(s 3 ) = 1, then B is denoted by {(s 2 , 3), (s 3 , 1)}. Equivalently, B can be represented as a n-dimensional vector, denoted vec(B), and defined as follows:
. . .
Well quasi orderings, well structured transition systems.
A well quasi ordering on the elements of a set S is a reflexive and transitive relation such that for any infinite sequence s 1 s 2 . . . where s i ∈ S (i ≥ 1) there is i < j such that s i s j . In the following we note s i ≺ s j if s i s j but s j s i . As an example, it is well know that the quasi order on elements in N k defined as m m if m i ≤ m i for any 1 ≤ i ≤ k is a well quasi ordering. In the rest of this paper, we consider this quasi order on vectors of naturals.
A transition system is a tuple L, → where L is a set of states and →⊆ L × L. l 1 , l 2 ∈→ is noted l 1 → l 2 . A transition system L, → is monotonic according to the well quasi ordering on the elements of L if for all
A transition system L, → is strictly monotonic according to the well quasi ordering on the elements of L if it is monotonic and for all l 1 , l 2 in L with l 1 ≺ l 2 , if l 1 → l 1 then there exists l 2 l 1 with l 2 → l 2 . Systems that are monotonic for a well-quasy order are called well structured transition systems in [FS01] . For those systems, several general decidability results are known [ACJT96, FS01] . We will use those results in section 4 to derive the decidability of two problems on our extended model of Petri nets.
A two-counter machine C, 2CM for short, is a tuple c 1 , c 2 , L, Instr where:
• c 1 , c 2 are two counters taking their values in N;
• L = {l 1 , l 2 , . . . , l u } is a finite non-empty set of u locations;
• Instr is a function that labels each location l ∈ L with an instruction that has one of the three following forms: · l : c j := c j + 1; goto l ;, where j ∈ {1, 2} and l ∈ L, this is called an increment, and we define TypeInst(l) = inc j ; · l : c j := c j − 1; goto l ;, where j ∈ {1, 2} and l ∈ L, this is called a decrement, and we define TypeInst(l) = dec j ; · l : if c j = 0 then goto l else goto l ;, where j ∈ {1, 2} and l , l ∈ L, this is called a zero-test, and we define TypeInst(l) = zerotest j .
Those instructions have their usual obvious semantics, in particular, decrement can only be done if the value of the counter is strictly greater than zero.
A i by applying the instruction Instr(loc i ). In the finite case, r is the length of the computation γ and we define final(γ) = loc r , v
The reachability problem for 2CM is defined as follows: "Given a 2CM C = c 1 , c 2 , L, Instr and a configuration loc, v 1 , v 2 of C, is loc, v 1 , v 2 reachable from l 1 , 0, 0 ?". The boundedness problem for 2CM is defined as follows:
It is well-known that those two problems cannot be answered completely with an algorithm. Theorem 2.1 (From [Min67] ) The reachability and boundedness problems are undecidable for 2CM.
Petri nets extended with non-blocking arcs
In this section, we introduce formally the class of extended Petri nets that we call Petri nets with non-blocking arcs.
Definition 3.1 A Petri Net with non-blocking arcs N , PN+NBA for short, is defined by a pair N = P, T where P = {p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n } is a finite set of n places and T = {tr 1 , tr 2 , . . . , tr m } is a finite set of m transitions where each tr i ∈ T is a tuple I, O, A , where I is a multi-set of input places in P, O is a multi-set of output places in P, and A the non-blocking part of the transition is either the empty set or a singleton { p, q } with p, q ∈ P \ {r | (r, i) ∈ I or (r, i) ∈ O, and i ≥ 1}, p and q are called respectively the source and the target of the non-blocking part.
A marking of a PN+NBA N = P, T is a function m : P → N that assigns to each place p ∈ P a natural number m(p). Equivalently, a marking m can be seen as a n-dimensional vector of natural numbers. In the following, for a marking m and a set of places S, we will write m(S) for p∈S m(p). Figure 2 shows an example of PN+NBA. Circles represent places and filled rectangles represent transitions. Plain edges from places p to transitions tr are labeled by the number of occurrences of p in the input multi-set of tr and plain edges from transitions tr to places p are labeled by the number of occurrences of p in the output multi-set of tr. Absence of edge from (to) a place p to (from) a transition tr means that there is no occurrence of p in the input (output) multi-set of tr. In the following, when there is only one occurrence of a place into a given multi-set of a transition we will only use edges without labels. Pairs of dashed edges from a place to a transition and from this transition to a place represent the non-blocking part of the transition. Tokens in the places define markings in the usual way.
A transition tr = I, O, A is firable in a marking m iff m vec(I). Note that the non-blocking part is not taken into account to decide if a transition tr is firable in a marking m or not. Given a marking m and a transition tr = I, O, A that is firable in m, we say that m leads to m by firing tr, noted m → tr m where m is defined as:
, that is the input places are decremented by their number of occurrences in I, the output places are incremented by their number of occurrences in O and one token moves from the source place to the target place of the non-blocking part.
• otherwise: m = m − vec(I) + vec(O). In that case, either there is no nonblocking part to the transition and the effect of the transition is as in the usual Petri net case or the source of the non-blocking part p is not marked and the non-blocking part has no effect.
A computation η of a PN+NBA N = P, T is a sequence of markings alternating with transitions η = m 1 tr 1 m 2 tr 2 . . . tr r−1 m r where m i is a marking for any i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , r}, tr j ∈ T for any j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , r − 1} and we have that
This notion of computation is extended to the infinite case as usual. A sequence of transitions σ = tr 1 tr 2 . . . tr r is firable in a marking m 1 if there exists a sequence of markings m 1 m 2 . . . m r+1 such that m 1 tr 1 m 2 tr 2 . . . tr r m r+1 is a computation of N . We note m → σ m the fact that firing σ from m leads to m . A marking m is reachable from a marking m in N iff there exists a sequence of transitions σ of N such that m → σ m . We note Reach(N , m) the set of markings that are reachable from m in N , i.e. Reach(N , m) = {m |∃σ ∈ T * : m → σ m }. A labeled PN+NBA is a tuple P, T , L where P and T are a set of places and a set of transitions as before and L : T → Σ is a labeling function that labels each transition tr ∈ T with the label L(tr) from a finite set of labels Σ. The notion of computation is as before. To each of those computations η = m 1 tr 1 m 2 tr 2 . . . m r tr r . . . we associate the sequence of labels L(η) = L(tr 1 )L(tr 2 ) . . . L(tr n ) . . . For a PN+NBA N and a marking m, we define L(N , m) = {L(η)|η is an infinite computation of N with initial marking m}. The formula of the logic LTL are evaluated over those sequences of labels. Given a set of labels Σ, the formulas of the logic LTL are defined by the following rule:
where λ ∈ Σ. We only give the semantics for the 2 and 3 operators because they are the only ones that we need in this paper. For Λ ∈ Σ ω such that Λ = λ 1 . . . λ i λ i+1 . . ., we note Λ i for the suffix λ i λ i+1 . . . of Λ starting at this index i and Λ(i) for for the i th element in Λ. Given Λ ∈ Σ ω and a formula φ, we define the satisfaction relation, noted |=, as follows :
For a set of infinite sequence of labels M and a formula φ, we have M |= φ if for all Λ ∈ M we have Λ |= φ.
Fig. 2. a Petri net with non-blocking arcs.
The PN+NBA of Figure 2 has two transitions. The transitions t 1 is a classical Petri net transition while t 2 has an non-blocking part. Let us make the hypothesis that the tokens represent processes and places represent local states of processes. In that context, transition t 1 models an usual rendez-vous : "If one process is in its local state p 1 and another is its local state p 3 , then the two processes can synchronize and move synchronously to their local states p 2 and p 4 , respectively". In the same context the transition t 2 models a "partially non-blocking" rendez-vous : "If there is one process in p 4 and one in p 2 , then the two processes can synchronize and move to p 1 and p 3 respectively. If no process are present in p 4 , a process in p 2 does not have to wait and can move to its local state p 1 ". In that context, the process in p 2 proposes a rendez-vous to processes in p 4 . If at least one process is present in p 4 the rendez-vous takes place, otherwise the process in p 2 does not have to wait and can proceed.
Problems
The marking reachability problem for a PN+NBA N , is the problem defined as follows: "Given a PN+NBA N with an initial marking m and a marking m , does m belong to Reach(N , m) ?". The marking coverability problem for a PN+NBA N is the problem defined as follows: "Given a PN+NBA N with an initial marking m and a marking m , does there exist a marking m that belongs to Reach(N , m) and such that m m ?". The boundedness problem for a PN+NBA N is the problem defined as follows : "Given a PN+NBA N and an initial marking m, is Reach(N , m) finite ?". The place boundedness problem for a PN+NBA N is the problem defined as follows : "Given a PN+NBA N , an initial marking m and a place p, is there c ∈ N such that ∀m ∈ Reach(N , m) we have m (p) ≤ c ?" The action-based LTL model checking problem for a labeled PN+NBA N is the problem defined as follows : "Given a labeled PN+NBA N , an initial marking m and an action-based LTL formula φ, does L(N , m) |= φ hold ?"
It is well-known that those five problems are decidable on Petri nets [KM69,May84,Esp94]. In the next sections we will investigate the decidability of those problems for PN+NBA.
Decidability results
We give here two positive algorithmic results for the analysis of PN+NBA. They are a direct consequence of the strict monotonicity property of that class of extended Petri nets. 
Undecidability results
In the previous section, we have seen that the coverability problem and the boundedness problem are decidable for PN+NBA. In this section we show that all the other problems that are decidable for Petri nets become undecidable for PN+NBA.
To establish those undecidability results, we will show that PN+NBA are able to partially simulate the computations of a 2CM. This partial simulation result will allow us to reduce in an uniform way undecidable problems for 2CM to problems for PN+NBA.
Partial simulations of a 2CM by a PN+NBA

Widget.
For any 2CM C = c 1 , c 2 , L = {l 1 , l 2 , . . . , l u }, Instr , we construct a Petri net with non-blocking arcs N C = P, T , called the simulation widget, defined as follows. The set of places P is equal to {c 1 , c 2 , l 1 , l 2 , . . . , l u , K, T }. The places c 1 and c 2 will be used to keep track of the values of the two counters of C, l 1 , l 2 , · · · , l u called the control places will be used to keep track of the program counter of C, K is called the capacity place, T is called the trash. The use of K and T will be described below. The set of transitions T is the smallest set of transitions such that for each l i ∈ L: Figure 3(b) shows the transition that simulates a decrement of c j by moving one token from c j to the capacity place. Figure 3(c) shows the transitions that simulates a zero-test on c j when c j is equal to zero (transition t =0 i ) and when c j is greater than zero. 8 We note m k the marking of the places in P = {c 1 , c 2 , l 1 , l 2 , . . . , l u , K, T } defined as follows: m k (l 1 ) = 1, for any l ∈ {l 2 , l 3 , . . . , l u }, m k (l) = 0, m k (c 1 ) = 0, m k (c 2 ) = 0, m k (K) = k, and m k (T ) = 0.
Properties of the widget.
Let C = c 1 , c 2 , L, Instr be a 2CM and N C = P, T be the simulation widget associated to C as defined above. Let γ = loc 1 , v
. . be the computation of C. We associate to γ a sequence of transitions tr 1 tr 2 . . . of N C , such that for all i ∈ N such that 1 ≤ i ≤ |γ|, we have tr i = α( loc i , v
where α is defined as:
k if loc = l k and TypeInst(loc) = zerotest j and v j = 0. tr =0 k if loc = l k and TypeInst(loc) = zerotest j and v j > 0. The sequence of transitions corresponding to γ is denoted by α(γ). The function α −1 on the transitions of the simulation widget is defined as: 
Proof. Given in appendix.
2
This lemma formalizes the fact that any computation of a 2CM on which the sum of counters does not exceed k can be faithfully simulated by its associated widget from marking m k with a computation that does not put tokens in T . 
Proof. Given in appendix. 2
This second lemma says that any computation of the widget from its initial marking that does not put tokens in T is a simulation of a computation of its associated 2CM. 
Proof. Given in appendix.
This last lemma says that in any reachable marking of the widget, the sum of the tokens in the set of places {c 1 , c 2 , K, T } stays constant.
Undecidability proofs
We are now equipped to establish the undecidability of the marking reachability, action-based LTL model checking and place boundedness problems.
Theorem 5. 4 The marking reachability problem is undecidable for PN+NBA.
Proof. Let C = c 1 , c 2 , L, Instr be a 2CM and let s = loc, v 1 , v 2 be a configuration of C 5 . Let us show that we can reduce the reachability problem of s in C to the reachability problem between two markings in a PN+NBA.
We construct the PN+NBA N = P , T starting from the simulation widget N C = P, T associated to C. To the simulation widget, we add the places and transitions as indicated in figure 4(b) . That is, P = P ∪ {p 1 , p 2 }, T = T ∪{β 1 , β 2 , β 3 , β 4 } and the new transitions are defined as follows: and that m → σ m s . By firing β k 1 β 2 , we put k tokens in the capacity place K and one token in control place l 1 . The widget, following Lemma 5.1, is now ready to simulate faithfully γ by firing the sequence of transitions α(γ) as K contains enough tokens. As the simulation was faithful, the place c 1 contains v 1 r tokens and the place c 2 contains v 2 r tokens. We also know that the place T contains no tokens, and so by Lemma 5.3 the place K contains k − v 1 r − v 2 r tokens. After we can fire β 3 , the control token is moved from the control location loc r of the widget to the place p 2 . So firing β
leads to the marking m s . (ii) → (i). Let us make the hypothesis that m s is reachable in N with a sequence of transitions σ from m. Let us show that σ must be of the form β * 1 β 2 σ 0 β 3 β * 4 , where σ 0 are transitions of the widget. In m, β 1 and β 2 are the only firable transitions. Once β 2 is fired, place l 1 is marked and the transitions σ 0 of the widget has to be fired. To put one token in p 2 , transition β 3 has to be fired. After firing β 3 , β 4 is the only firable transition. It remains us to prove that α −1 (σ 0 ) is a computation of the 2CM C that reaches s. As m s (T ) contains no token, by Lemma 5.2, we know that the simulation was faithful and so α −1 (σ) leads to s in C. 2
Theorem 5.5 The action-based LTL model checking problem is undecidable for labeled PN+NBA.
Proof. Let C = c 1 , c 2 , L, Instr be a 2CM and let s = loc, v 1 , v 2 be a configuration of C. Let us show that we can reduce the reachability problem of s in C to the action-based LTL model checking problem for a PN+NBA.
We construct the PN+NBA N = P , T starting from the simulation widget N C = P, T associated to C. To the simulation widget, we add the places and transitions as indicated in figure 4(c) . That is, P = P ∪{p 1 , p 2 , p 3 }, T = T ∪ {β 1 , β 2 , β 3 , β 4 , β 5 } and the new transitions are defined as follows:
The labeling function L is the identity function, that is for any tr ∈ T we have L(tr) = tr. We consider the initial marking m such that m(p 1 ) = 1 and for all p ∈ P \ {p 1 }, m(p) = 0. Furthermore, we consider the marking m s defined from the configuration s as follows: 
we put k tokens in the capacity place K and one token in the control place l 1 to reach the marking m k . The widget, following Lemma 5.1, is now ready to simulate faithfully γ leading to m s by firing the sequence of transitions α(γ) as K contains enough tokens. After firing β 3 , the control token is moved from the control location loc of the widget to the place p 2 , v 1 tokens are removed from c 1 and v 2 tokens are removed from c 2 . Firing β 4 β 5 moves the control token from p 2 to l 1 passing through p 3 and puts v 1 + v 2 into K leading to m k . We conclude that the infinite sequence of transitions σ = β
ω is firable from m and satisfies the formula 23β 3 and so L(N , m) |= ¬23β 3 .
(ii) → (i). Let us make the hypothesis that there is a sequence of labels associated to a computation of N from the marking m and satisfying the formula 23β 3 . Let us show that the infinite sequence of transitions σ corresponding to such a computation must be of the form β * 1 β 2 σ 0 β 3 β 4 β 5 . . . σ n β 3 β 4 β 5 . . ., where each σ i (i ≥ 0) is a sequence of transitions of the widget. In fact, β 1 and β 2 are the only firable transitions from m. Once β 2 is fired, place l 1 is marked and a sequence of transitions of the widget σ 0 must be fired. After firing β 3 , β 4 followed by β 5 are the only firable transitions, then a sequence of transitions of the widget σ 1 must be fired, etc.
Suppose that s is not reachable and let us derive a contradiction. Assume that we have
. . For each i ≥ 1, two cases are possible:
1. m 2i−1 (c 1 ) = m 2i−1 (c 2 ) = 0. We consider here two subcases.
• (1a) m 2i (c 1 ) = v 1 and m 2i (c 2 ) = v 2 . As we suppose that s is not reachable, we have that α −1 (σ i ) does not correspond to a computation of C and by lemma 5.2, we know that at least one token has been added to the place T . By lemma 5.3, one token has been lost from the set of places {c 1 , c 2 , K}. So we can conclude that m 2i+1 ({c 1 , c 2 , K}) < m 2i−1 ({c 1 , c 2 , K}).
In that case, after firing the sequence β 3 β 4 β 5 , at least one token was added to T from the places c 1 or c 2 and so by lemma 5.3, m 2i+1 ({c 1 , c 2 , K}) < m 2i−1 ({c 1 , c 2 , K}). So in the two subcases, we conclude that we have m 2i+1 ({c 1 , c 2 , K}) < m 2i−1 ({c 1 , c 2 , K}). 2. m 2i−1 (c 1 ) = 0 or m 2i−1 (c 2 ) = 0. In that case, we start from a marking m 2i−1 that does not correspond to an initial configuration of the 2CM. We know that it is not possible to add tokens in the set of places {c 1 , c 2 , K} from m 2i−1 to m 2i+1 , in fact, we can only move some tokens from {c 1 , c 2 , K} to T . After firing σ i , two cases are possible.
• (2a) m 2i (c 1 ) = v 1 and m 2i (c 2 ) = v 2 . In that case, firing β 3 β 4 β 5 , we reach a marking m 2i+1 to which we can apply case 1 above.
In that case, after firing the sequence β 3 β 4 β 5 , at least one token was added to T from the places c 1 or c 2 and so by lemma 3, m 2i+1 ({c 1 , c 2 , K}) < m 2i−1 ({c 1 , c 2 , K}).
From cases 1 and 2 above, we have that if s is not reachable in C, at least one token is lost (at least one token is put in T ) when firing σ i β 3 β 4 β 5 σ i+1 β 3 β 4 β 5 for any i ≥ 1. This guarantees, following Lemma 5.3, that the number of tokens in {c 1 , c 2 , K} will reach zero after a finite amount of time. This means that N C will not be able to simulate any increment in C and will be blocked. We conclude that σ cannot be infinite and, then, cannot satisfy the formula 23β 3 . This contradicts our hypothesis.
Theorem 5.6 The place boundedness problem is undecidable for PN+NBA.
Proof. Here, we only sketch the proof. Let C = c 1 , c 2 , L, Instr be a 2CM.
Let us show that we can reduce the boundedness problem for C to the place boundedness problem for a PN+NBA.
From the widget N C corresponding to C we construct a PN+NBA N as follows. We add the places p 1 and p 2 and the transitions β 1 , β 2 , β 3 and β 4 as shown in Figure 4(d) . Intuitively, while p 1 contains a token the transitions β 1 and β 2 can be fired and move tokens from c 1 and c 2 to the capacity place K. So β 1 and β 2 can be used to reset c 1 and c 2 and put back the tokens in K. When β 3 β 4 are fired the control flow token moves from p 1 to l 1 passing through p 2 and one token is added into K. So we extend the simulation capacity of the widget by one. This construction allows us to move all the tokens in {c 1 , c 2 } to K and put the control token into the initial control flow place. If the counters are not set to zero, non-blocking arcs guarantee the lost of at least one token from {c 1 , c 2 , K}. Moreover, for each place l i such that TypeInst(l i ) = inc j we add a transition β l i that moves the control token into p 1 and moves one token from K to T if there is some tokens in K. We extend m k (k ≥ 1) to P such that m k ({p 1 , p 2 }) = 0 and we take m 1 as initial marking. We have that K is unbounded iff C is unbounded.
Suppose that C is unbounded. Starting from m 1 , the only way to increment the number of tokens in {c 1 , c 2 , K} is to mimic C until there is no more tokens in K and the next operation to mimics is an increment. Then, firing the transitions β 1 and β 2 , the counters are set to zero moving all the tokens from {c 1 , c 2 } to K and one new token is generated into K by firing β 3 β 4 . This allows us to reach m 2 . Applying this strategy from any m i (i ≥ 2) allows us to reach m i+1 and leads to the construction of an infinite computation where the number of tokens in {c 1 , c 2 , K} grows infinitely often. As all the tokens in the set {c 1 , c 2 , K} are moved to K at the end of the simulation of C by firing β 1 and β 2 , K is unbounded in this computation.
If C is bounded, there is k ∈ N such that starting from m k , it is not possible to faithfully simulates C and then fire β 1 without losing tokens in {c 1 , c 2 , K} by moving tokens to T with non-blocking arcs. This ensures the boundedness of K. 2
Future Works
Recently, several extensions of the Petri net formalism have been proposed for modeling parametric systems, a.o. Transfer nets [Cia94] , Reset nets [Bil91] , Multi-transfer nets [DRVB02] , and the extension proposed in this paper. We have defined the extension of this paper in order to model partially nonblocking rendez-vous. The other extensions have been proposed for similar reasons related to modeling issues. Nevertheless, a careful analysis of the expressive power of those different extensions of Petri net has not been done so far. We plan to compare formally the expressive power of those extensions by studying the languages that they are able to define.
In this paper, we have studied the decidability of five problems for a simple extension of Petri Nets that makes possible the modeling of "partially nonblocking rendez-vous" (necessary to model multi-threaded JAVA programs).
The five problems that we have studied are decidable for the basic Petri Net model. We have shown that due to strict monotonicity of the extended model and thanks to general results on well-structured transition systems, the marking coverability and the boundedness problems remain decidable. On the other hand, the three other problems: marking reachability, action-based LTL model-checking and place boundedness become undecidable. Our results are summarized in Table 1 . The reader interested in our results may want to look at the following related works. The decidability of the five problems considered in this paper for the Petri net models can be found in: for boundedness, place boundedness and covering in [KM69] , for reachability in [May84] , and action-based LTL model-checking in [Esp94] . Several definition of extended Petri nets can be found in [Cia94] and in [DFS98] . Undecidability results for the class of transfer nets can be found in [DFS98, DJS99, Duf98] . In [May00] , similar problems are studied in the context of lossy counter machines. For the practical analysis of models that subsume the class of extended Petri Nets studied here, we refer the reader to [DRVB02] . Proof. By induction on the size of the sequence of transitions. The basic case (l = 1) is obvious. Suppose that the lemma holds for all the sequences of transitions of size l < n. Let σ = σ · tr n be a sequence of transitions of N C of size n where σ = tr 1 . . . tr n−1 . By induction hypothesis we have that m → σ m and final(α −1 (σ )) = loc, v
